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《National Ordinary College Sports Curriculum Teaching Instruction Summary》
(it is called “summary” in the following) was enforced in 2002. The sports contents of 
the ordinary college was so simple before “summary” that students like sports but not 
like sports class. But the situation has changed a lot after the “summary”. Many 
colledges add all kinds of sports whichi include modern and traditional ones. The golf 
goes into the sports class under this background. However，it has to suffer a lot from 
the first day it comes into college, because it was regarded as a sport for the rich and 
some people even look it as “green opium”. It has been the social focus if the college 
is suitable for setting golf. So the thes is to do some exploratory researches for this 
problem. 
The research takes the golf curriculum of the Xiamen University as the 
object_analyzed which utilize the methods of document, interview, survey and so on. 
The research firstly introduce the conception， the origin and the development of the 
golf； analyzing the theory and reality basis for the clllege to set golf curriculum; 
formulating the value for the college to set golf curriculum; konwing of the present 
situation of the golf curriculum of xiamen university through visiting the sports 
teachers of xiamen university， inspecting the teaching of every golf teacher、
distributing questionnaires to the students and analyzing if it is suitable for the college 
to set golf curriculum.At last, the research discusses the factors that influence the 
college setting golf curriculum and putting forward the suggestion for the golf 
teaching design which is suitable for the college to set golf curriculum. The research 
results mainly include: 
(1) There are 48.1%and 26.9%people choose “support greatly” and “support” for the 
college to set golf curriculum through the research on the social people, the 
condition is that the college has the ability to set the class. There are 65.8%people 
agree that learning golf can become a very useful social instrumentality. 















interested in the the golf curriculum they greatly support the colleges to set golf 
curriculum and 77.8% of the students who have chosen the golf curriculum 
planning to choose the heightened golf curriculum. 
(3) The golf becomes the curriculum of the college not only enriching the contents of 
the sports but also realizing the targets of the sports teaching with its fitness 
function and cultural function and according with the demands of the sports 
curriculum resource that the “summary” demands. 
(4) The college sets golf curriculum taking important part in the development of the 
Chinese golf. With the development of the Chinese economy and the sports leisure 
industry and the life quality people pursue. The golf industry will take important 
role in the development of Chinese economy. 
(5) Although not every college has the perfect golf teaching court, the cages and 
cloth which are used for golf teaching can also realize the teaching target and the 
fee for the facilities can be accepted by most of the colleges. 
(6) The golf curriculum set in the ordinary college is feasible,but the key factor that 
influence the ordinary college setting this curriculum is the traditional idea that 
people have and lacking professional teachers is another factor that constraints the 
glof curriculum set in ordinary college. 
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